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As the first entry among “miscellaneous texts” in her presentation in 
Futhark vol. 1 of runes in post-reformation Icelandic manuscripts, Alessia 
Bauer (2010, 218 f.) transcribed five lines in Lbs 2565 8vo, a work dated to 
1804. While reviewing the article, an editor of the journal identified the 
type of text and noticed probable errors in the reading. Unfortunately, this 
discovery came at too late a stage to allow for examination of the manuscript 
and improvement of the presentation. Alessia Bauer obtained photographs 
of the manuscript in 2011, and corrections and supplementary material are 
here made available. (Concerning the availability now on the Internet of 
photographs of the entire manuscript, see below.)

The correct reading of the quoted text in Lbs 2565 8vo on 37r is: 

raasen.þrisuar.rigner 
freir.rackasaungur 
unden.særder.iardar 
siner.tueir.suidriks 
þulde funden

The runes fun in funden appear to be miswritten, perhaps corrected, but 
there is no doubt about the reading. Two different s-runes are used, a short-
twig variant in full height with a ring or a diamond shape at the bottom 
and a long-branch variant. The c-rune is also a short-twig variant in full 
height but in the form of an arrow pointing downward. There are likewise 
two variants of the e-rune, one with a crossing bar and one with a ring. 
The t-rune has long-branch form whereas the d-rune is a short-twig variant 
of t with a bar crossing the stave. The þ-rune has similarly two variants, a 
standard þ and a bind-rune of a rather tall short-twig t with the cross-arms 
of an h on the stave. These variants, not indicated in the transliteration and 
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apparently used indiscriminately, are all presented in a runic alphabet on 
the facing page in the manuscript (36v), which also includes the æ-rune in 
the form of a tick-tack-toe (").

The runic text on 37r is poetic (see the normalization below), with rhythm, 
alliteration and rhyme, and belongs to the very popular medieval and 
modern tradition of Icelandic epic poetry called rímur (literally ‘rhymes’). 
It is in the standard rímur meter ferskeytt. This poetic meter has four lines 
in each stanza and basically trochaic rhythm with four accented syllables 
in the first and third lines and three in the second and fourth lines. There 
is alliteration between the initial sounds of two of the stressed syllables in 
the uneven-numbered lines with the first stressed syllable in the following 
even-numbered line. In addition there is end-rhyme between lines one and 
three and between lines two and four, i.e. abab.

The particular text in this ferskeytt stanza is a name-riddle, as indicated 
by the introductory line at the top of the page: “Eitt.. MANS. NAFN” (with 
capitals here for Icelandic íraletur ‘confusing letters’, a binary substitution of 
letters, e.g. a for x and x for a, m for n and n for m; here written “nxmr.mxzn”). 
Following the five runic lines comes: “Þetta mans nafn er GUDMUNDUR” 
(again with capitals here for the íraletur “TYBNYMBYS”; at the bottom of 
the page are apparently non-related coded runes). The text at the bottom 
of the preceding page, 36v, also indicates that there follow personal-name 
stanzas taken from rímur, as a useful help in solving name-riddles. At the 
top of 37v stands: “.gudmundur.er.þetta. mans nafn ij vysu bunded” 
(“Guðmundur is this personal name expressed poetically in a stanza”), and 
thereafter follows the same stanza in roman letters.

The name-riddle is based on the names of the runes (f = fé  ‘cattle, money’, 
u = úr ‘drizzle’, etc.) but presented as a rule by means of either synonyms 
or circumlocutions (cf. Bauer 2010, 211 f.). The rune-names were described 
by metaphorical circumlocutions in the medieval Icelandic Rune Poem 
and Norwegian Rune Poem (and likewise in the Old English Rune Poem), 
and rune-names and metaphorical circumlocutions also occur in name-
riddles in medieval runic epigraphy (cf. Bauer 2003a, 55–57). In more recent 
times, lists of synonyms and circumlocutions for rune-names — including 
e.g. stunginn Týr ‘dotted t’ for the d-rune — were recorded in alphabetical 
order in several Icelandic manuscripts. These lists could be used by rímur 
poets to hide or code their name in a stanza, in general near the end of the 
poem. Such lists, usually with synonyms and circumlocutions for each letter 
arranged alphabetically, have recently been termed the “Younger Version of 
the Icelandic Rune Poem” (Bauer 2003a; 2003b, 523; actually a misnomer 
since the lists do not constitute a poem).
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Normalized into Icelandic and translated literally the stanza reads (with 
alliteration and end-rhyme marked by underlining and italics respectively):

Rásin, þrisvar rignir, Freyr, “The race, three times it rains, Freyr,
rakka söngur, undin,  hound’s song, the wound,
særðir Jarðar synir tveir,  injured two sons of Earth,
Sviðrix þuldi fundinn.  recited Sviðrir’s invention.”

This is to be understood as follows: “The race (reið ‘riding/wagon’ = r), three 
times it rains (úr ‘drizzle’ = 3 × u), Freyr (maðr = m), hound’s song/lament 
(nauð = n), the wound (dotted kaun ‘boil/sore’ = g), two injured/dotted ‘sons 
of Earth’ (actually a kenning for ‘Þórr’; dotted Týr = 2 × d), recited ‘Óðinn’s 
invention’ (a kenning for ‘poetry’ or ‘poem’).” (See the lists published in 
Bauer 2003a, which include parallels to most of these synonyms or circum-
locutions.) Solving the riddle by rearranging the letters r u u u m n g d d 
into a man’s name, one arrives at gudmundur, thus “Guðmundur chanted/
com posed the rímur”. The spelling, including that of the genitive of Sviðrir, 
is standard in the language of Icelandic rímur.

In the presentation of hidden names or name-riddles in rímur by Páll 
Eggert Ólason (1915), two stanzas with the solution Guðmundur are cited. 
The second example (p. 130), Guðmundur Bergþórsson’s signature in 
Hermanns rímur og Jarlmanns, bears a striking resemblance to the name-
riddle here. Indeed, it was the learned Guðmundur Bergþórsson (1657–1705), 
one of the most industrious and widely acclaimed rímur poets of all times, 
who composed the stanza which is cited in runes. It is the signature to his 
rímur about Holger the Dane, Olgeirs rímur danska, which is considered 
to be the longest extended cycle of rímur ever composed. The name-riddle 
comes in the lyrical part at the end of the final or sixtieth lay, as stanza 104 
there (p. 759 in the edition, edited from the author’s autograph, ÍB 190 4to). 
Concerning Guðmundur Bergþórsson, see Rímnatal, 2: 49; about Olgeirs 
rímur danska, see Rímnatal, 1: 369.

It should be noted that the same name-riddle, in runes first and then 
with roman letters, is recorded on 3r (p. 5) in the manuscript, following a 
runic introduction on 2v: eitt mans nafn i uysu bundid (cf. the sentence 
on 37v cited above), which is glossed in roman letters. Most of the text is 
similar or identical to that in the later occurrence, but some spellings vary 
(rasen for raasen, suidris þulldu [sic; “þulldi” in roman] fundinn) and 
the name-riddle was first solved “Sigmundur” on 3r and then corrected to 
“Gudmundur”. At the bottom of the page, in runes, stands: gudmundur, er 
þetta mans nafn. The following pages, 3v–4v, present three stanzas with 
two similar versified name-riddles, first in runes (except the last stanza) 
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and followed by the same in roman letters and with solutions suggested. 
The solution to the last name-riddle is provided in runes on 4v: þetta 
mansnafn er sigmundur. (The stanzas are also found, without runes, 
on 37v–38v.) There are in fact many other name-riddles throughout the 
manu script, and other miscellaneous texts in runes appear sporadically, 
in addition to what has been mentioned, specifically on 7v, 8r, 15r, 38v, 
40r, 41r, and 76v–77r (a small scrap near the end written over with magic 
formulas, originally containing a runic alphabet and the first half-stanza of 
Arnórr jarlaskáld’s Þórfinnsdrápa 17 in “medieval” runes, including -R, e.g. 
in marguR).

Lbs 2565 8vo is a composite manuscript, according to the catalogue of the 
collection (Skrá … Aukabindi, 1: 88), written in 1804 mainly in one hand, 
which has not been identified; it is bound with a letter dated 1849 (79r). The 
third gathering (24r–29v), concerning metallurgy, is by a different hand. The 
first gathering (1r–14v) and the fifth (36r–39v) are by the main hand, and 
thus the name-riddle in runes, in spite of some differences, was penned by 
the same person on both occasions. All the runic material is apparently in 
this hand, including all miscellaneous texts in runes excepting possibly the 
alphabet and skaldic half-stanza on 76v–77r. The scribe identifies himself 
in a notice written in íraletur on 10v (with occasional non-transposed 
letters, here in lower case, and with one apparent mistake): “ÞESSA KuERS 
EIGANDE ER GISLE KONRADSSON | OA [=og?] HEFUR SKRIFAd ANNO 
1803. og 1804. AMEN.” (“This booklet’s owner is Gísli Konráðsson, and [he] 
has written [it] anno 1803 and 1804, amen”), and again in a name-riddle 
on 11r–v: “Stunngid Kaun, Ís, Sól, lögur, Stunginn Is. Ár. (“Gísli owns”) | 
Kaun Sprungid, unnar þak [‘wave’s roof’, a kenning for ‘ice’], Sól, lögur, 
Stunginn Is, Kaun, ós, nauð, Reid, Ar: Stunnginntyr, Sól, Sól, Ós, naud á 
þetta Kver” (“Gísli Konráðsson owns this booklet”). Thus the main hand 
can be identified as that of Gísli Konráðsson (1787–1877, see ÍÆ, 2: 66 f.; the 
father of Professor Konrad Gislason, 1808–91), who wrote the runic material 
when he was 16–17 years old. Also later in life Gísli Konráðsson showed an 
interest in runic material in various manuscripts which he penned.

The manuscript is very interesting in the Icelandic runological context. 
It was scheduled to become available in facsimile among the Icelandic 
manuscripts published on the Internet, and the interest preparation of this 
short notice generated led to its appearance on-line as early as July 2011, see 
http://handrit.is/is/manuscript/view/is/Lbs08-2565.

The author of this notice would like to thank Alessia Bauer (Munich), 
Haukur Þorgeirsson (Reykjavík), and especially Professor emerita Jonna 
Louis-Jensen (Copenhagen, in connection with the name-riddle), and 
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Research Lecturer Kristján Eiríksson (Reykjavík, in connection with the 
manu script) for contributions made in personal communications.

It could also be noted that the following miscellaneous text in Bauer’s pre-
sentation (2010, 219), from Lbs 2580 8vo — in her transliteration adaukaast 
millumhio£nao"kanna(rtminna (the bind-rune perhaps being a correction, r 
> t) — might perhaps represent the title of a conjuration from an Icelandic 
black book (grimoire, i.e. sorcerer’s book containing magic formulas) and 
should probably be translated: “To increase the love between married people, 
and other lesser things (=og annat minna)”. Such a title is, however, unknown 
to an expert on Icelandic black books, Magnús Rafnsson (researcher for 
Galdra sýning in Strandir [=Museum of Witchcraft and Sorcery], Iceland, 
pers. comm.).
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